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A RESTRUCTURING

David Lightfoot,
McGill University

RULE

Grosu(1977)queriesthe proposalthat an Idiom Formationrule
should restructuremake the claim into a single complex lexical
item (Chomsky (1975, chapter 3, footnote 24)). Such a rule,
applying to make the claim but not to discuss the claim, would

permit the extraction of a wh-element without violating Subjacency.

(1) a.
b.

who did John claim that Mary saw t
*who did John discuss [NP the claim [s, that Mary

c.

who did John [v make the claim] [s that Mary
saw t]

saw t]]

Grosu notes (p. 727) that
The putative complex verb...appears to be exceptional in
one respect: (apparently) unbounded extraction operations...may not affect the object complementof make the
claim (as illustratedin the (b) sentences of (2)-(4)).
(2) a.
b.
c.
(3) a.
b.
c.
(4) a.
b.
c.

That John may be a thief(,) no one has ever
claimed/writtendown.
ThatJohn may be a thief(,) no one has ever made
the claim.
*That John may be a thief(,) no one has ever
believed the claim.
What I have never claimed/writtendown is that
John was a thief.
*WhatI have never made the claim is that John
was a thief.
*WhatI have never believed the claim is that John
was a thief.
That John is a thief, which no one has ever
claimed/writtendown, happensto be true.
*ThatJohn is a thief, which no one has ever made
the claim, happensto be true.
*ThatJohn is a thief, which no one has ever believed the claim, happensto be true.
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There is a very simple answer to this problem, which
Grosu comes close to hintingat. Underthe proposalsof Chomsky (1977), all these sentences would be derivedby application
of Wh Movement, and not by what had hithertobeen regarded
as distinct rules of Topicalizationand Pseudocleft. Therefore,
if make the claim is treated as an intransitiveverb (accounting
for the ungrammaticalityof *I [v made the claim] Mary), there
will be no source for the (a) and (b) sentences of (2)-(4), no
position from which the wh-elementcould have been fronted.
For example, the potentialsources of (2) would have to be (2'),
with the Topic base-generatedin its surface, sentence-initial
position.
(2') a.
b.
C.

[TOP that John may be a thief] [s, COMPno one
has ever claimed wh]
[TOP that John may be a thiefl [s, COMPno one
has ever [v made the claim] wh]
[TOP that John may be a thief] [s, COMPno one
has ever [v discussed] the claim wh]

(2b) and (2c) are impossible if [v make the claim] is subcategorized as intransitiveand discuss as able to occur only in the
NP]. Likewise, the source for (3b) and (4b)
frame [NP
would have to contain the impossible COMP ...[v make the
claim] wh.

Grosuclaims (p. 728) that the same problemalso arises for
"(apparently)boundedreorderingprocesses (as shown in (5)),
unboundeddeletion processes (...(6) and (7)), and copying processes (...(8) and (9))." The same solution is also available.
(The examplesthat follow are the (b) sentences of Grosu's (5)(9).)

(5) *ThatJohn was a thief has been made the claim by a
numberof people.
(6) *ThatJohn is a thief is too improbablefor us to make
the claim.
(7) *ThatJohn is a thief is hardfor me to make the claim.
(8) *ThatJohn is a thief, no one has ever made the claim
it.
(9) *No one has ever made the claim it, that John may be
a thief.
Specifying [v make the claim] as intransitivewould allow no
objectpositionfrom which the surfacesubject of (5) could have
been fronted, no position for the wh-elementneeded for (6) and
(7) (assumingagain with Chomsky (1977) that such infinitival
adjective phrases are derived by Wh Movement), no position
for the anaphoricit in (8) and (9) (assumingwith Chomskyand
Grosu (note 3) "that Left- and Right-Dislocationdo not exist
and that structureslike [(8) and (9)] are base-generated").
Parallel facts also hold for the other constructions dis-
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cussed in Chomsky(1977)and subsumedunder WhMovement,
comparativesand relative clauses. Again there is no source
availablefor the wh-element.
(10) *the man who I made the claim wore pink
(11) *Johndated more gorillas than I made the claim (cf.
than I claimed).
Therefore, far from showing the inadequacyof the Idiom
Formationrule, Grosu's data can be interpretedas illustrating
yet another set of correct predictions that follow from the
proposalthat "rules" of Topicalization,Pseudocleft, Deletion
in adjectivals, Tough Movement, and Left- and Right-Dislocation do not exist and that the relevant sentences are derived
by a general rule of Wh Movementthat obeys the Subjacency
Condition.
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THE COMPLEMENTIZERIN
MIDDLE ENGLISH
APPOSITIVES*

Joan M. Maling,
Brandeis University

1. Appositive relative clauses in modern English do not have
the full range of complementizers that restrictive relatives do.
Compare the restrictive relative in (1) with the nonrestrictive
appositive in (2):

who'
(1)

We found just the person that

we need to edit the

journal.
I
(2)

Bill,

who'
*that , we really ought to invite to the party,

. J

seems very depressed these days.
An explanation for the nonoccurrence of that in appositive
relatives has been suggested by Chomsky and Lasnik (hence* The researchreportedhere was supportedin partby a fellowship
from the American Council of Learned Societies. I am grateful to
Tarald Taraldsenand Elisabet Engdahlfor checking the Norwegian
and Swedishexamples, respectively,and to an anonymousLI reviewer
for several helpful comments, includingthe quote from Dryden cited
in section 3.
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